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Economic Daily and Market Daily of People’s Daily, as the earliest 
finance and economics newspapers in china, realized great achievements and 
reached their peaks respectively in the 1980s,while currently are developing in 
pain. To the contrary, Economic Daily, was set up at the same time as China 
Business did, became the most influential newspaper in china in the end 1990s. 
The 21st Century Economic Report and the Economic Observer published 
0.3-0.4 millions per issue during lately 2-3 years, which signs new leaders in 
finance and economics newspapers will come into being. The law of 
development of finance and economics newspapers deserves be studied. The 
paper shows the development of finance and economics newspapers and 
reveals the cause of success or failure and the law of development in 
newspapers in terms of compare between  Party Organ and newly emerged 
finance and economics newspapers. It is innovative and creative. 
 The main points and conclusions of the paper include: Firstly, though 
Party Organ in finance and economics are in an inner-party position, should 
develop as economic conditions and political systems change. Secondly, the 
development of newly emerged finance and economics newspapers are far 
from reasonable, so it will become the goal for which the media and business 
chase in future; the only way in which finance and economics newspapers 
develop and make a success is to realize most input and most output; and the 
newly emerged should pay more in order to come on the market. What’s more, 
it is the time that finance and economics dailies and finance and economics 
weeklies coexist. On the other hand, the main weeklies will approach dailies, 














advertisement  market and information currently makes it difficult for China 
to support the coexistence of several finance and economics newspapers. 
Therefore, finance and economics weeklies exist inevitably. 
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